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FRONT COVER - St Paul's School, Crow Lane at closure, July 2003.
Drawn By John B Taylor.
RAMSBOTTOM MISCELLANEA
Society Sketches: Tony MURPHY - a member, with his wife Joan, since
our earliest months, our new chairman was born in Miles Platting
Manchester in 1937, moved to Prestwich at four days and so traded the
status of Mancunian for Lancastrian! Few people can boast a CV quite so
varied, and its names and occupations will resonate with many members.
First Tony served as an apprentice locomotive engineer from 1952-8 at
Gorton to Beyer-Peacock 'Engine Builders to the World'. His lifelong
interest in steam locomotives, seeded on the four great Manchester stations
in the 1950s, grew as he worked on the articulated freight giants destined
for South Africa, Rhodesia, Kenya, Australia and Chile.
Deferred National Service from 1958-60 took him into the Royal Engineers.
In Movement Control he helped transport troops and equipment throughout
the world, not least through the construction of ports, roads and railways. In
those days before Britain withdrew its military commitments east of Suez,
Murph could be found as far afield as Malvern, Longmoor and Oman!
Tony now transferred these skills to a civilian career in export control,
starting with Thomas MEADOWS, Shipping and Forwarding Agents of
Manchester. In 1970 he joined FISONS Pharmaceuticals at Loughborough,
living in digs, and buying his first car, a Singer (with 'walnut veneer' he told
me proudly!) to commute back to Prestwich at weekends. Export of
toiletries, medical and laboratory equipment and chemicals involved a spell
in Holland to help circumvent the 1972 British dock strike.
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After three years working from home for Trailer Express of Immingham,
Tony briefly joined the British Aircraft Corporation at Samlesbury,
controlling the export of spares to Saudi Arabia, whose airforce flew
Lightning fighters. He recalls watching test flights at Warton 'They
accelerated vertically and could disappear in seconds' he said. Next Tony
became shipping manager with Sir James FARMER-NORTON, the once
world renowned Salford machinery manufacturers, but this became a
casualty of the slump in traditional British manufacturing in the early 'high
pound' Thatcher years.
Tony had met and married Joan THOMPSON of Northenden in 1973, and
in accord with the entrepreneurial zeitgeist of the time they ran
caonfectionery, tobacconist and newsagents shop in Cheetham from 1981 to
1985. He returned to employment, setting up the shipping department of
James H DENNIS at Trafford Park, and finally rejoined what had now
become British Aerospace at Samlesbury retiring in 2002.
This severance from the world of work has been our gain! Tony has
transferred his administrative skills into many aspects of our Society's
activities, including Oral History recording, the Conservation Group and the
famous Video Project.
Tony's geniality and quiet sardonic humour are now more widely known
since he took over from Dorothy MOSS to become our third chairman. He
is interested in Geography, History and 'things green' but it has been his
interest in steam railways that I have come to enjoy especially, and it is
fitting that Tony gave me this thumb nail sketch of his life between trains in
Ramsbottom signalbox!
Andrew Todd

Chairman's Report - my term as' Chairman has begun at a time of change
and challenge for the Society, with some uncertainty over the short-term
future of the Heritage Centre and all that goes on there. However, I am
encouraged and I believe that members should be too. There has been an
increase in attendance at our monthly meetings and committee and ordinary
members have responded with enthusiasm to fill the roles left vacant by the
retirement, due to ill-health, of several key members. I look forward to
continuing the endeavours of previous chairmen in advancing the Society.
In response to members' concerns about the inappropriate or overdevelopment of Ramsbottom, a Conservation Group has already been
established under the chairmanship of Dorothy MOSS. Liaison with Bury
MBC is enabling our voice to be heard, our opinions are being sought and
also listened to.
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At the Society meeting on 15th September, I had the difficult task of
informing members of the proposal by Bury MBC that the Arts & Libraries
Service use our Heritage Centre in Can Street for the provision of a reduced
lending service, whilst the library building opposite., is extended and
refurbished. We have been assured that the proposal envisages our presence
in the Centre by way of the promotion of our Society and display space
whilst the work is going on, together with access to the Centre for weekend
activities, as at present, and for meetings. In the event of displays and
materials having to be removed and stored, assistance with transportation
and storage will b e given.
The Society's Committee has met to consider the proposal and to document
its concerns; these have been put to the head of the Library Service who
addressed the Committee and gave some reassurance. The view of the
Committee is that the Society should agree to the proposal. It is
acknowledged that the scale of our presence in the Centre would be reduced
but at the same time the Society would be promoted to a larger audience for
a greater period of time than at present. The Committee now looks forward
to an opportunity to discuss with Bury MBC our element of the shared
service concept.
In the last issue of the magazine, I mentioned the film in celebration of
Ramsbottom which the Society is producing. At the time it was planned that
the video would be on sale by Christmas 2004. It is now clear that whilst we
are delighted with the filming that has been done, there is insufficient time
to complete the editing before the end of the year, the wet summer having
caused several filming dates to be postponed. The expectation is that the
film will be ready at Easter 2005.
Tony Murphy
New Conservation Areas in Ramsbottom - on 28` h September 2004 Bury
Council's Planning Control Committee designated the Bury New Road
Conservation Area and the Tanners Conservation Area.
There are some additional planning controls affecting conservation areas 1. permission from the Council is required for demolition of
buildings and walls;
2, prior notice should be given to the Council for any work on
trees;
3. the extension of dwellings, without the need for permission, is
restricted;
4. alterations should use traditional materials and designs,
consistent with the period and style of existing property;
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5. consultation is required for changes such as cladding of exterior
walls, changes to the shape of roofs and installation of
antenna/satellite dishes.
The Bury New Road Conservation Area will cover the odd numbers 3 to 45,
Bury New Road - the stone cottages and houses to the east of the road and
the land and retaining walls on Every Street. No 43 (Park Cottage) was
built in 1846 as the manse for Park Chapel, Walmersley Road. Irwell
Terrace (3 to 21) and the large three storey houses calledIrwell Mount(23
to 31) appear on the 1864 Local Board valuation list.The other houses (33
to 41, and 45) are thought to be contemporary with these.
The Tanners Conservation Area will cover - 2,12 to 76 (even numbers)
Tanners Street; Tanners Croft; 1 to 7 and 2 to 10, Milton Street; 3 to 13,
Douglas Street; 6 and 8, Taper Street; 1 to 11, Mount Street; 1 to 15,
Coulthurst Street; 1, Manor Street; and 1 and 2, Prospect House.
Some parts of Tanners existed in the 18th Century, being absorbed into
larger groups of cottages from about 1850. Both Foot o'th'Rake and Tanners
Lower Tenement are recorded on the 1795 Survey of the Township of
Tottington. Parts of Tanners Street date from the 18th Century but much is
from the mid to late 19th Century. They are all built in stone with slate or
stone flag roofs and (except for a few modern alterations) are well
preserved.
Elizabeth Duxbury

St Paul's C of E School and Listing: Update - I sent an application for the
listing of the town's oldest surviving school building to the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport in June 2003, and was disappointed to receive no
acknowledgement or response until I re-contacted the department in April
2004. And it was only after the granting of planning permission for a
' residential development' by Bury MBC that the department wrote to advise
that they did not consider St Paul's School merited listing.
I'm grateful to Janet SMITH for her notes on the proposed rebuilding
scheme. The plans distinguish between what they call the 1 868 building (to
be converted into six dwellings) and 'the original 1840s school building', the
old school hall at the extreme north end (to be split into a further two, one at
the front, one at the rear). Thus there will be eight houses in all.
Readers of the last news magazine will remember that there remains some
uncertainty as to the earlier stages of construction of the school. Judging
from the wording of the planning file, it may be that the hall is all that
remains of the 'original' building on this site. This first appeared on the First
Edition Six Inch OS map, surveyed in 1844-7. The words 'original building'
do not refer to the site a few yards further north along Crow Lane, which we
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believe was truly the first part of St Paul's - the pair off cottages, now no 27
Crow Lane described by the Rev Tom MARTIN as 'erected in April 1841'.
It may be that this early uncertainty could be demystified through access
to l9th Century plans in the possession of the applicants...
The main frontage of the school will be largely unaffected by the change in
use, since entrance to each house will be from the rear, i.e. from the old
school yard. The front windows of the Crow Lane elevation will be retained
and opening lights restored to working order (former occupants might say
about time). The roof at the front, facing Crow Lane, will be left intact,
though the ridge will be extended upwards by about four feet to the level of
the old school hall, altering the proportions of the building in relation to its
environs. Lintels and sills in the new build are to be plain smooth stone, to
match those of the adjoining cottages. The later brick portions of the school,
appended to its rear, will be demolished, and replaced with a coursed stone
extension, 'to match existing building colour and finish'.
The former school playground will be converted into gardens, with a row of
10 parking spaces occupying the rear portion and backing onto properties
on Paradise Street. I hope that any children who play here in future years
will have a thought for the recently displaced pupils whose earliest
formative social experiences, almost all happy, took place in this small area.
The new Conservation Group, set up by the Heritage Society earlier this
year, has been active in opposing the development. At least, we should be
glad that complete demolition or emasculation will not occur. Comments
made by local people seem to have made an impact on the scheme.
Originally, there were to be a row of gables inserted into the front roof, but
these have been replaced with roof-lights. Generously, the interests of any
resident bats and nesting birds have also been taken into account - there will
be a bat survey, and work is to be at 'an appropriate time of year regarding
potential nesting birds'. In all this, I just wish the interests of that close
community of children, now split up into just about every school in the old
UDC, had received as much consideration.
Andrew Todd

Obituaries - We are sorry to report the death of member Leslie
DUCKWORTH - he was always interested in the work of our Society and
we are grateful for his support over the years.
It is with regret that we also have to report the death of Tom BARRETT,
one of our long serving members and a great asset to the Society. He helped
in íhe Heêiíage Ceníêe ï heêe hië local knoï ledge ï aë inîalìable ío boíh
helpers and visitors. In the early 1990s a small group of members including
Tom and his wife Hilda, Hilda's sister Marion BEECH and Roy FISHWICK
M
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(the photographer) and his wife Joan used to meet in the Heritage Centre on
Tuesday afternoons. They worked with Society Archivist Brenda DECENT,
fling, cataloguing and most importantly identifying the many photographs
which were donated to the Society. Long discussions and a large
magnifying glass were often required before some of the more difficult
items could be defined and entered onto the computer database. Tom was
especially good at locating views photographed from unusual angles and
identifying old, often long gone buildings.
The Centre also benefited from Tom's DIY skills. The wooden map case in
which the Society's collection of maps is still stored, and the shelving and
storage in the office are just two examples of his handiwork. Over the years,
he also researched and assembled several displays, mostly on aspects of
TURNBULL and STOCKDALE where he was employed for most of his
working life. In later years, especially after losing Hilda, his health
deteriorated but he still insisted on doing his sessions in the Centre and for
many years was a key holder. Tom was also famous for the prodigious
quantities of cakes and mince pies he baked for us, which must have raised
lots of money over the years, especially at holiday times and special events.
They were delicious and always much enjoyed, especially by the helpers !
In addition to the Heritage Society, Tom had many interests. He was a
Friend of Scouting having been actively involved in the Scouting movement
for many years. During World War II he served in the RAF as a wireless
operator. His duties included monitoring messages in Morse code on
German radio frequencies. These were then transmitted to secret
establishments in the UK such as Bletchley Park where the famous Enigma
machine was based. He was a member of the British Legion and later
became a Freeman of Bletchley Park. He was a lifelong member of St
Joseph's RC Church.
Tom will be remembered by many people for his great kindness and his
mischievous sense of humour. He will be sadly missed.
[Tom steadfastly refused to have his recollections tape recorded but just a
few weeks before he died he was persuaded to write the article which
follows.]

MEMORIES OF KENYON STREET
I was born in 1921 at 66, Kenyon Street, home of my maternal grandparents
Henry and Melinda FLETCHER. As a small child I moved to Princess
Gardens and then to Prince Street. I started school at Lodge Street, which
was two-storey with one classroom upstairs and one downstairs, and later
moved to St Joseph's when it opened in 1927.
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My father, and also his brother and sister, worked at Ramsbottom Paper
Mill but he advised me not to work there. When I was 14 years old it was on
Kenyon Street that I started my first job, at Field Mill where my mother's
brother already worked as a spinner. I worked in the warehouse, where the
weavers brought the cuts of cloth and I used to fold them by machine into
yard laps. After that the cut lookers used to check them before they were
made , ready for the waggon which took them to Manchester. There was
about one waggon load a week. After a while, because Field Mill's record
for security of employment was not good, I was allowed to go first thing
every morning to seek a job at TUTRNBULL and STOCKDALE where I
started work about a year later. I stayed at
TURNBULLs until
my
retirement
with a break for war service from 1941-5. When I came back
after the war, I was at their Manchester office for about three years,
travelling down daily by train before returning to Rosebank.
I think that Field Mill was owned at the time I worked there by Mr
ASHWORTH. It was run by the owner's nephew, Donald COUPE. The raw
cotton was carded on the ground floor and the spinning was on the second
and third floors. The weaving shed, which was at the Peel Bridge end of the
mill, had 148 looms. There were half a dozen four-loom weavers but most
had three looms, two on one side and one on the other. At Field they made
white calico with one special section making fabric for lining Wellington
boots.
While I worked at Field Mill I used to go across the road to my Grandma's
house at dinner time and I was there one day [in December 1936] when the
River Irwell flooded. There was a step down into the pantry, where we first
noticed the water. At its height in the house the floodwater was about three
feet deep and I can remember that in the front room we had to take the
drawers out of the dresser. (It had drawers below and a dresser for pots
above.) Outside we found that water from upstream was flowing across the
field and into the end of Kenyon Street and also that the river was so high
that it was coming into the end of Cunliffe Street between KAY's Britannia
Soap Works and Cunliffe's Soap Works, a small concern behind one corner
of Field Mill, on the other side of Cunliffe Street from KAY's. All the water
was then rushing south along Kenyon Street. My Granddad died soon
afterwards, and my Grandma always said that the floods killed him. He had
worked as a fireman for both Field Mill and KAY's (separately) and was
involved in the work caused by the flood.
At that time, there was nothing blocking off the end of Cunliffe Street to
hold the river back. A wall was built across it soon afterwards, certainly
before the War. The last big flood was about 1951 but the problem has
continued. Recently, around the time of the improvements that were made
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to the riverside wall near the weir, the Cunliffe Street wall was made higher
and other works were carried out including the strengthening of the
riverside wall and windows of the Britannia Works. [See also News
Magazine no 20, Autumn 2000, for more accounts of flooding in this area Editor.]
Dad had an allotment on Kenyon Street ('the Pen') where we grew
vegetables and kept a few poultry. Also there were the HEAPS, Harry
GREENWOOD, scorer for Ramsbottom Cricket Club, and his brother who
played for them, 'Uncle' David and Mr LIGHTFOOT, a pigeon fancier. I
remember that you had to be very quiet on a Saturday because of the pigeon
racing. Sometimes the birds were flying from France and to end their race
they needed to fly into the coop so that their rings could be removed.
Granddad also had an allotment there which Dad took over later.
Next door to Grandma's was a small shop selling sweets etc. Also on
Kenyon Street were two other shops including Howard BENTLEYDSoff
licence. There was a shop in a side street called Hardy Street where Norman
KAY's grandma sold bread and on Mill Street was a chip shop. At the top of
Kenyon Street on the main road next to Peel Bridge was a row of shops:
COULTHURST's butchers, a Co-op and a clogger's.
Tom Barrett

RAMSBOTTOM MILL - THE MOST POWERFUL MILL IN THE
VALLEY, BUT WHERE IS IT NOW?
In 183 3 Ramsbottom Mill was by. far the largest mill in the Irwell Valley,
both in power and production. First opened just over 200 years ago, by the
1830s it boasted a collection of buildings, two chimneys, three water wheels
and three powerful steam engines i . However like many mills it closed long

ago. Can such a large mill just vanish? No! There are plenty of traces of its
existence if you know where to look.
Brothers Samuel and Thomas ASHTON built their cotton spinning and
weaving mill in Ramsbottom in 18022, four years before the more famous
GR.ANTs settled in the town. They originally produced fustian cloth, a mix
of cotton and either flax or wool, using skills they had learned from the
family business. Hume ELLIOT refers to them as handloom weavers3, but
they were clearly more than that.
The only known illustration of their long vanished Ramsbottom Mill is
shown on the next page. It is probable that the painting shows the original
1 802 spinning works, since later accounts indicate that it eventually was
rebuilt with only one or two storeys.. The river, however, was to be the key
to the ASHTONs' success. Whilst other water powered mills were supplied
by streams coming down the valley sides, the ASHTONs planned a mill so

&
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great that it needed water from the Irwell itself to fill their reservoir or
lodge. The lodge had to provide sufficient water to fill the buckets of three
large water wheels; and it needed to be high enough above the factory floor
to give a sufficient fall to drive them. Drawing and storing so much water
from the river was therefore a major undertaking, requiring the construction
of a weir just below Stubbins Bridge, a goit or headrace nearly a quarter
mile long, and a large reservoir. This lodge was just west of Ramsbottom
Lane, extended several hundred yards southwards from Great Eaves Road,
and included the areas now occupied by GRIFFITHS Skip Hire, Esso's
Stubbins Lane Garage, the bus turning area, and Garic's yard (with its
distinctive yellow equipment) at the top of Factory Street. 4 All that survives
of the ASHTONs' original water power arrangements are the wooden
stumps of the weir visible from Stubbins Bridge; odd stretches of goit
earthworks by Stubbins Lane; and the eastern embankment of the lodge
which falls away from Garic's towards the Baths Field, south of
Ramsbottom Pool.
Sketch based on the illustration
in Hume ELLIOT (p106)
showing Grant Lodge (now the
Grant Arms) and Ramsbottom
Mill - the low building to the
front of the four storey mill is
believed to be the apprentice
house and survives in part.

The 1 874 plan on this page shows that the oldest part of the mill was in the
yard at the end of Crow Lane, the water-wheels operating in the north
eastern corner the mill where fixing points for a possible driving shaft can
still be seen.
sac
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Ramsbottom Mills, based on the Survey of GRANT LA TYSON Estate, 1874
(Bury Archives). Surviving buildings are shown in heavy black
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The small square building in the yard is thought to be original. The mill site
also included the land now owned by Joshua GREAVES and Sons, visible
from the end of Garden Street. Here the two storey building with northern
lights was known to exist by 1 842 and the single storey shed used by
Ramenco was built between then and 1874.5
The Development of the Mill
The earliest description of the mill was in 1 809 when it consisted of several
buildings including a factory, sizing house, 10 cottages and an apprentice
house.6 The apprentice house is probably today's 40-44 Crow Lane. By
1 820 the mill had doubled its number of buildings, and other extensions
were in hand. In October 1817, a plan had been drawn up in connection
with a dispute between the ASHTONs and Edmund SAGAR of Chatterton
Mill over water rights, and this indicates that Ramsbottom Mill was piping
water across the Irwell direct from Chatterton Mill's tail-race and into their
original goit below Stubbins Bridge. There is no indication of steam power
in this area until 1 826 when handloom weavers destroyed power looms at
Chatterton.8 The fact that troops were stationed at Ramsbottom Mill would
suggest that they too had powerlooms at this time.
The further growth of Ramsbottom Mill is reflected in two very detailed
sources from 1833. First, the Tottington Lower End Poor Rate Assessment
for that year lists four powerloom shops, a lime house, sizing house,
scutching room, weft room, several store rooms, a blacksmith's shop, three
steam engines with their boilerhouses and gas house, and extra cottages
compared to earlier assessments. The apprentice house was again noted,
indicating that the ASHTONs were using child labour throughout this time.
Secondly, a survey drawn up for The Irwell Reservoir Scheme includes
details of all the factories in the valley from north of Bacup down to
Radcliffe and Farnworth. Ramsbottom Mill was by far the biggest of them
all, using water and steam to produce a total of 183 horse power. Two of the
water-wheels were 15 ft in diameter and 10 fl wide, whilst a third was 16ft by
6ft. In they produced 50hp. These wheels were almost certainly inside the
mill building, their water supply falling 10 to 12 feet from the lodge to the
mill floor. The 1 874 GRANT LAWSON Estate Survey shows that it then
ran underground, emerging immediately beyond the apprentice houses, and
then into the Irwell just downstream of the weir above Peel Bridge. The
arch from which this tailrace emerged can still be seen under the railway.
The tailrace in turn formed part of the headrace for the GRANT Brothers'
Square Mill. The three huge waterwheels have long since disappeared, but a
working wheel of comparable size survives at the Helmshore Textile
Museum.
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The Irwell Reservoir Scheme shows that by 1 833 the power from the
Ramsbottom Mill wheels was dwarfed by that of its three steam engines,
which would have been low pressure beam engines. Together they produced
a total of 132hp, and again this was far greater than any other mill in the
Irwell Valley at that time. One engine assisted the 10 foot wide water
wheels and with a second engine these drove 430 fustian looms and
powered the dressing process. The most powerful engine, at 72hp, drove
another 470 fustian looms and other machinery as well. Throstle spinning
machines, developed from A RKWRIGHT's water frame, would have been
used, but the weaving would have been put out to handloom weavers until
1820s when steam power looms became widespread throughout the
industry.
Coincidentally, 1 833 was also the year that Samuel ASHTON died, having
outlived his younger brother by three years. Whilst Samuel and Thomas saw
many of the major developments in Ramsbottom, they did not live to see
the opening of the railway in September 1
In their time the furnaces for
their mill engines would have been supplied from collieries situated in the
valley. Coal mines in the area were recorded as early as 1784.9 There were
several small pits on Scout Moor and at Oxhey on the edge of Holcombe
Moor, one mile from Ramsbottom, and coal could also have been brought
along the turnpike road from collieries such as that shown at Hawkshaw on
the First Edition of the Ordnance Survey map, surveyed in the 1840s.
A Period of Prosperity
The mill was profitable during the 20 years in which Richard, the son of
Thomas ASHTON, was head of the firm. A magistrate, he appears to have
been involved with the community. It was during his tenure that money was
given by the firm (still called Samuel and Thomas ASHTON) towards the
building of a school in 1841, believed to have started in a pair of cottages
which were shown on the 1 842 Tithe Map and which later became 27, Crow
Lane. Trade directories describe how, in 1850, the firm also donated money
and land so that St Paul's Church could be built on the site of Crowtrees
Farm, which stood roughly where the church tower is now.
Richard retired in 1 856 and handed over the reins to his sons, who then
renamed the firm Richard Edward ASHTON and Brothers. 1 0 Six years later,
events in the New World fatally damaged the prosperity of the business.
Financial Disaster
Ramsbottom Mill must have been devastated when the supply of raw cotton
all but dried up during the Lancashire Cotton Famine,1862-5. Like many
other cotton businesses, the ASHTONs failed to recover. However they had
other financial difficulties prior to this, the firm having been severely
damaged when family members were bought out. We know that in 1861 the
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youngest brother, Henry, broke with the partnership taking with him
seventy-five cottages as his share of the estate, and this would have
threatened their other source of income. ' 1
The 1 842 Tottington Lower End tithe map shows that the ASHTON s
owned considerable land in Ramsbottom. Broadly speaking, the GR.ANTs
owned the north of the town, including the town centre, whilst the
ASHTONs' property extended from Ramsbottom Lane to the River
and
from the Stubbins boundary in the north down to the modern Railway
Irwell,
Street. When they first arrived, one of the few buildings existing on their
newly acquired land was Lower Ramsbottom Farm, though Hume ELLIOT
calls it Crowtrees Farm. By 1842, there was also the apprentice house, and
several rows of back-to-back cottages on Ramsbottom Lane, and around
Factory Bottom, housing the workforce at the mill. Many of these terraces
and tenements were demolished long ago, but Dungeon Row opposite St
Paul's Church on Bridge Street (then Water St) still exists today as shops.
Papers belonging to Woodcock and Sons solicitors show that the
ASHTONs later created 999 year leases for numerous plots of land on
which were built houses, shops, cotton mills and factories, the police station
near the toll bar at Peel Bridge, Jerusalem Chapel at the apex of Factory
Street and Ramsbottom Lane, and the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel. After
1862, as the Cotton Famine bit, the ASHTONs started mortgaging
properties, including the mill. They must have sold others which do not
appear in later documents.
Even this couldn't save the firm from their creditors and 1 867 saw the end
of the ASIITONs as Ramsbottom property and mill owners. Advertisements
1n the Bury Times indicate that their houses south of Bridge Street were sold
to William GRANT in the March and then at 6pm on 24th July
1867 the
mill and their remaining properties were sold by auction in the Railway
Hotel. Various lots included Ramsbottom Mill (with its reservoir and
machinery), land on Crow Lane and Garden Street, the School, no 11 Crow
Lane (lived in by Joseph HEAP, an important local figure), and ground
rents for houses in Crow Lane and mills on Garden Street and Stubbins
Lane. No contemporary record of the outcome of the auction has yet been
found, but we know from local board rating valuation list of 1 876 that many
of the houses were owned by either William GRANT or his niece Isabella
LAWSON.
The ASHTONs still operated from the mill, but their activities were
curtailed. Their 1 868 wages sheets for March to May, nearly a year after the
auction, shows that occupations related to the manufacture of cotton cloth
were being completely run down. WORRALL's 1871 trade directory lists
only as cotton spinners, the manufacturing side of their business having
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evidently closed. The 1 876 rating valuation shows Ramsbottom Mills
(plural) owned by The Bury Banking Company, but occupied by two
different firms: Richard Edward ASHTON and Brothers, had the larger
section including warehouses, throstle, weft and store rooms, gate houses
stables and a few other buildings, two of the engine houses, a boiler house
and one of the chimneys; John PEERS, a cotton spinner and manufacturer,
had about a quarter of the working site. Part was standing empty. Since the
water wheels were considered dilapidated and were allotted no rates
evaluation at all, we can assume that the mill was run by steam power alone.
Not all the details in Hume ELLIOT's account of the ASHTONs have
proved to be accurate, but he was probably correct in believing that their
last connection with Ramsbottom Mill was in 1877. Despite the vision and
determination of Samuel and Thomas ASHTON in building the largest
cotton spinning and manufacturing mill in the Irwell Valley, the family firm
closed 75 years later because of splits between their grandsons and because
of the American Civil War.
Where is it now?
The GRANT LAWSON Estate sketch map in this article shows what can
still be seen of Ramsbottom Mill and its tail-race, and this article has
described where remains of the weir at Stubbins Bridge and evidence of the
lodge can be found. Some of the houses in Crow lane, shops on Bridge
Street, St Paul's School building and St Paul's Church and other buildings
were also built by or on land owned by the ASHTONs at that time.
Thisknown as the GR.ANTs in
entrepreneurial family may not be as well
Ramsbottom, but we can see that their legacy of buildings and influence is
still with us to day.
Kate Slingsby
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Author's Postscript
I will be happy to let anyone have the full reference list if they get in touch.
DO YOU HAVE INFORMATION ? Since the ASHTONs finally left in
1 877 the mill has been divided up and sold and over the years parts have
belonged to different firms. If you have any information about what has
happened to the mill and its site, particularly if you have memories or
photographs, I would be most grateful if you would get in touch - telex
01706 281 998.

D DAY 60TH ANNIVERSARY
We were fortunate to get a last minute cancellation to join the Bradford
branch of the 'D' Day and Normandy Veterans' Association to this historic
and moving commemoration. After travelling by ferry from Portsmouth, we
arrived in our hotel at Honfleur late on the Friday night. In the morning of
Saturday St}' June we were at Colleville-Montgomery to witness the parade,
by the Normandy Veterans' Association, past Sword Beach. Here in 1944
there were numerous casualties. There was a service of remembrance and a.
march past of the veterans with their standards, parachutists overhead
adding to the atmosphere.
Later that day we arrived at Caen where Prince Charles was due to open the
British Garden of Remembrance four hours later. It was a boiling hot day
with no shade at all but lots of chairs. A Salvation Army van was serving
cups of tea and young French people passed round countless bottles of
water. The Light Dragoons Band played, a splendid spectacle, but we
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couldn't hear the speeches. Prince Charles reviewed the veterans - how
proudly they marched - and he spoke to members of the crowd.
Sunday 6th June was the highlight of the weekend when Her Majesty The
Queen and President CHIRAC jointly attended a service at Bayeux
Cemetery. Members of the Government circulated amongst the crowds
before the service, and Winston CHURCHILL's daughter Lady Soames was
also there. The service itself was simple. The Duke of Edinburgh read the
lesson and we sang rousing hymns: Onward Christian Soldiers, I Vow to
Thee My Country and Now Thank We All Our God. The Queen reviewed the
veterans after she and President CHIR.A.C had laid a wreath together. Then
she walked down to the entrance of the cemetery, pausing mainly to speak
to veterans. How we clapped her! (Later she was to be at Arromanches for
the international commemorations.) It wasStat the Bayeux service that Alan
met a chap from his old regiment, the 191 Field Regiment Royal Artillery
Hertfordshire and Essex Yeomanry, who had recognised his regimental tie.
After a long wait for our coach, we went to Arromanches where pieces of
the Mulberry Harbour are still clearly visible in the water. Later that
evening the Queen was due for the final review of the Normandy Veterans.
The town was a-buzz, with crowds of people and again very hot. I've never
stood up for so long in my life before! The Red Arrows flew over; the
French people were so friendly and we had a lovely view of the Queen
leaving. Young soldiers had been present all day looking after us, making
sure that all was well we felt very cared for.
Monday
our final day, saw us at Pegasus Bridge - the Gondree Cafe
there was the first building to be liberated - but fifteen of our group took a
detour to a cemetery at St Manview, Cheux, Calvados, where some of the
organiser's comrades were buried. He was eager to find the grave of one of
his brave officers in the Seaforth Highlanders, Major ASHCROFT, so we
all spread out and searched, successfully finding it! Eric had a photo taken
by the grave, a poignant moment for him. Looking round the cemetery,
reading the inscriptions on the graves made us realise the terrible cost of
war in human life.
The Bradford Veterans were so welcoming and we felt privileged and proud
to be with them on this unique occasion.
Alan and Doris Hibbert (June 2004)
Alan HIBBERT was 19 years old when his regiment
London for the Normandy Landings. He tells us:

left Tilbury Dock,

We had not been told where we were going butwe realised it
was Dthebig oneD.For over twelve months we had been
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preparing in Kent. We fired 251b (medium-sized) guns in
support of the infantry who called on us to fire a few rounds
when they were stuck so that they could continue their
advance.
We landed with the Canadian Saskatchewan Rifles at Gold
Beach on the Thursday (Day One was Tuesday) and
eventually went right to the Rhine through Holland.
After D Day itself the battle for Normandy lasted for another
77 days as the 100,000 retreating German soldiers were
encircled and attacked in what was called DTheFalaise
PocketD.After his regiment had broken out from Falaise, and
was at Rouen, where all the bridges were down, Alan was
the first one to cross the river, using the railway bridge. It was
broken in the centre so that both halves sloped down into the
water. Orders were to move, so they set off and managed to
use one or two of the sleepers to span the bridgeDslowest
point before the others followed.

HAZLEHURST SCHOOL - 100 NOT OUT
This year's exhibition in the Heritage Centre includes a display on
Hazlehurst School, which celebrated its centenary on 3 M November 2003.
According to the School records, I first attended there on 15 th April 1948 (I
can't remember the day) and that I left in July 1952. But I possess a class
photograph from 1953 and actually my last day there was 2"d July 1954.
November 1953 was the 50th anniversary of the opening of the School and,
although I was there at that time, I cannot recall any celebrations being held
nor can I find any mention of 50th Anniversary Celebrations in the School
Records or Archives. Did you attend Hazlehurst in 1953, and if so, can you
remember anything being done to mark the 5 0 years?
But to return to the beginning. Preparations for building the School began in
1901, with the cost of construction given as £4,669 including internal
fittings and furnishings. The original plan was to cater for 368 children, then
an extension was proposed for an additional 160 children. The School was
to be called The Hazlehurst Board School. (Note the spelling - Hazlehurst.
It has been suggested that the 'le' spelling came about when the
stonemasons mistakenly carved the incorrect spelling on the front of the
School, but the area was marked as Hazlehurst on some 1?' century maps
and in the Council records dating back to 1901, before construction began,
the School was always referred to as Hazlehurst Board School. So the
reason for the spelling, still used today for the School, is a mystery.)
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By January 1902, it was proposed to build the School for '220 mixed
scholars and 180 infants' and this was done. Records from the early years
are very sparse but a Lancashire Education Committee report of October
1913 states that Mr Alfred F BRIGGS was headmaster at a salary of £150
per annum. I have been unable to obtain a complete list of headteachers
through the life of the School , as pre-World War 11 documents are almost
non-existent apart from a few photographs.
World War II had been over for less than three years when I started in the
Primary Department. I have few memories of my early years there but I
think that I must have been taught by Miss BIRTWISTLE before 'moving
upstairs' to the Junior Depai tlnent. The headmaster at that time was Mr
BOA.RDMAN and my form teacher was Mr STOTHARD (who
subsequently moved to a school in the south-east of England which featured
in an early 'fly-on-the-wall' TV documentary in which Mr STOTHA.RD
appeared). Not many years after this TV appearance Mr STOTHARD died
at a comparatively young age. Mr MELLODY (who I understand is still
alive) was also a teacher in the Junior School.
I remember the old wooden desks (with ancient carved graffiti) for two
pupils, with two circular holes for inkwells, and the daily ritual of filling the
latter. Corporal punishment was still allowed in the 1950s and I remember
being given the cane on my hand for something I did not do, it had
something to do with books in the School Library. Whoever did this terrible
thing would not own up, so I and several of my schoolmates were given the
cane. I remember it hurt but despite the 'PC' non-corporal punishment rules
of today I don't think it did me any lasting harm. Whoever did the
misdemeanour and didn't own up must have felt far worse. Overall my time
at Hazlehurst was very happy and I can't remember any bullying, and I must
have been a prime candidate as I was always very shy.
When I left Hazlehurst in 1954 I lost touch with all my classmates, as none
of them went on to the same secondary school that I did. I can recall the
names of many of them - David RICHA RDS; David LONGFIELD; Ian
MYATT; Geoffrey HANSON; Keith STANDR:ING; Eric FARNELL; Carol
ORMEROD; Enid SCHOFIELD; Glenys DAMES; Sylvia FACITT;
Dorothy ASHWORTH; Elizabeth WHITEHALL; Catherine Ann HOYLE;
Catherine Margaret PYE. Have I mentioned your name or do you remember
any of these pupils from your time at Hazlehurst? If so I would be glad to
hear from you. I'm sorry, I don't have email, but my home address is below.
The Centenary was celebrated in style in 2003 with many special events and
an Open Day. BUT was the 50th Anniversary celebrated in 1953? Can
anyone remember?
Douglas Hartley, 64 Summerseat Lane, Ramsbottom, Bury BLO 9RQ
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HINCHLIFFE - A FAMILY BUSINESS
John HINCHLIFFE was born in 1861 in the Penistone area of Yorkshire
and married Ann Jane. He worked with horse and cart, taking steel to
Sheffield from a local steelworks, possibly at Stocksbridge. Before moving
to Lancashire he lived at Dunford Bridge near Woodhead where he may
have been involved in reservoir work. Certainly he came to Lancashire to
do work on Scout Moor reservoir, bringing with him navvies and the cabins
for their accommodation; his wife looked after them and provided meals.
There is some recollection of hauling stone from Scout Quarry. John and
Ann Jane lived in the Scout area and had a son, Joseph, who married
Yorkshire born Miriam BROOKE; and another son, John. Joseph began
working with his father and by the start of World War I they had a large
team of horses which were then commandeered for the war effort. By 1912
the family were living at Lowes Road, Walmersley, Bury, where Joseph's
second son, Herbert, was born; the family later moved to Red Hall.
After World War I, John and Joseph had continued as Garters, their horses
being stabled at the New Inn, Walmersley. There was a variety of work greycloth was collected from Baxenden Industrial Cotton Mills Ltd (now
the site of HOLLAND's Pies) to take to Manchester. Joseph's wife regularly
walked alongside the chain-horses to meet him at Heywood where the
chain-horses were used as additional power to pull loaded carts up the steep
gradients. Their sons, John and Herbert, as Herbert recalls, accompanied
their mother riding on the horses.
In 1922 John died, Ann Jane having predeceased him. In 1922 Joseph
bought cottages at Gollinrod, near Red Hall, where at no 12 lived William
HOPKINSON with whom he set up a short-lived partnership. The company
J HINCHLIFFE Esq (Haulage Contractor) was subsequently established.
Joseph's daughter Edith was born in 1924. Two Yorkshire steam lorries
were purchased about 1920, these also being garaged at the New Inn. At that
time, the site at Gollinrod consisted of a lane and cottages; however before
the end of the 1920s a garage building had been attached to the cottages. In
the early '20s the first motor vehicles had been purchased - these were
mainly by Pagefield, but later mostly of Dennis, Albion and Leyland
manufacture; in 1928 a Commer 30cwt was purchased for £450 for son
John and in 1932 a Dennis costing £762 for son Herbert.
The work was varied, much of it for local firms such as KAY's soap, John
WOODS engineers, F D SIMS Ltd wireworks, PORRITT & SPENCER,
DUCKETTS of Burnley (white porcelain sink makers) and collecting and
distributing weft and beams for the cotton industry. Increasing deliveries of
textiles, shoes, slippers and felts to London led to the opening of an office
there in 193 3 . Immediately after their 193 5 wedding, Herbert and his wife
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Annie moved to London. There Herbert organised the distribution of goods
and arranged backloads to Lancashire - bales of rags and waste paper for
Radcliffe Paper Mill, timber from the London wharves and Weston biscuits
from Slough. Annie put the drivers up and arranged vehicle spares and
repairables from Hammersmith by bus.
On the outbreak of World War II in September 1939, the fleet of lorries,
with licences, was sold to FISHER RENWICK of Manchester. Herbert
returned home with his wife Annie and their children Margaret and John
(born in London), and with his brother John, he drove for FISHER
RENWICK during the War.
J & H HINCHLIFFE Ltd
This company was started in 1946 by John and Herbert, the sons of Joseph.
Their sister Edith became book-keeper in 1947. The business operated
under the name HOWA.R.TH SCHOFIELD Ltd, a company purchased from
Ben SMITH owner of Fletcher Bank Quarry in order to obtain the licences
required to run a haulage business. Ben SMITH had himself purchased the
company on the death of the previous owner. John and Herbert each had a
Dennis lorry, carting outcrop coal from the Sharneyford and Deerplay
collieries above Bacup; they also were involved in demolition work and
carting ashes from mills. They maintained the vehicles in the evenings.
Later some ex-Army vehicles were purchased - for example, a Canadian
Dodge for use on the potato round. Work was done for Fletcher Bank
Quarry and Flag Plant and for HALSALL's Brickworks of Lowes Road
Bury and Littleborough. These were handball operations requiring very hard
physical work. In the 1950s textiles were still very important locally, raw
cotton was brought from Liverpool and Manchester docks to Joshua
HOYLE, towels were taken to London from HOLDEN's and to Oldham
from GROVE's Mills. A full load of material was taken nearly every day to
the east end of London for distribution, there being as many as 20 drops.
Weft and beams
transportation for the textile industry continued,
for
Chadderton Weaving Co and others, and work continued for KAY's Soap.
Ribble Cement was distributed from Clitheroe and granite from Horton-inRibblesdale. J GREAVES (Mixers) also used the company. Work for
Plaschem, Radcliffe began in the 1960s and continued for 26 years. Other
interesting jobs were scenery shifting for the Hippodrome Theatre, Bury
and moving the wrestling ring for YMCA, Bury. There was often subcontract work from the railway company, distributing parcels, woodpulp to
Kirklees Mill and general freight.
A feature of the business has always been the large number of family
members employed, by the mid 1960s both John's sons (Jack and Fred) and
Herbert's sons (John and Geoffrey) were there with Herbert's daughter
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Margaret later commencing there. Younger employees and younger
members of the family were lorry-mates. At this time the fleet consisted of
rigid vehicles but in 1968 the first articulated lorry, an Albion Chieftain,
was purchased and from then on many articulated vehicles were purchased
operating alongside four-, six- and eight-wheel rigid vehicles. At one time
the fleet comprised 30 units.
In the 1970s the building trade boom resulted in much work for the
company, delivering for BAINBRIDGE's. Another regular job was
delivering bread trays for METCALFE Brothers. That decade also saw the
expansion into warehousing, following the purchase of H C A PATE C
Sons, Bury who stored and carried baled cotton linters for Holden Vale
Mill, Helmshore. The bales were collected from Liverpool and other docks.
Subsequently a large warehouse was built in Kenyon Street, Ramsbottom
on the site of the former Grove Towel manufacturers and of part of
Pemberton's Mill.
R HOWARTH & Sons was purchased thus acquiring work at
CROMPTON's, Elton and Simpson Clough Mills. The business was very
busy during the 1980s and early 1990s with work from local manufacturers
such as Ramsbottom Paper Mill (now Mondi Packaging), Fort Sterling
(now Georgia Pacific) for both haulage and storage, Scapa (now Voith
Fabrics), Tetrasyl, Bury and more recently large pieces of ducting for the
ventilation of the Millennium Dome, which were manufactured by
HARGREAVES of Bury.
By the mid-80s, seven more members of the family, the grandchildren of
John and Herbert, were employed by the business - Alan and James had
started work in the mid-70s, followed by Jane, Paul, David, Tony and Mark
in the next decade. Harry also worked there for a time. The distinctive fleet
of blue-and-red-liveried lorries could be seen up and down the country at
b u y-gatherings, truck shows and road-runs; they were willingly loaned for
carnivals and charity events.
Sadly in 2001, it was decided to sell the fleet and wind down the haulagend
side of the business. To this end, an auction was held at Gollinrod on 22
September to bring to an end 55 years of haulage. The company livery is
preserved in a classic vehicle Billy Boy owned by one of the family.
The Hinchliffe Family
TERCENTENARY OF THE BIRTH OF JOHN KAY
In Bury Parish Church register John son of Robert KAYof Park born July 16, baptised July 23
1 704
John KAY patented "the flying shuttle" 26 May 173 3 .

